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MATRIX + REINFORCEMENT 
FABRICS FIBER POLYMERIC CEMENTITIOUS 
FRP FRCM 
First generation  innovative 
C , G , A 
traditional 









Mono-filament: basic elementary compound  
 
diam ± 10µm 
 
REINFORCEMENT of composite 
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ARMATURA	
(Cavo di filatura) tow: product of the spinning machine. 
Bundling filaments (±1000), no torsion  (senza ritorcitura)             FIBER 
rotante	
REINFORCEMENT of composite      
(Filato) spun yarn: assembled tows with torsion 
Assembled yarns =  Roving 
(Cavo di filatura)  tow 
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Trama e ordito TESSUTO 

















PBO  Fibers 
 Developed by TOYOBO Co. Japan named Pbo Zylon® . 
 thoughness, high modulus, resistance to abrasion, fire, UVA 
















PBO 1560 270 5800 2.15 650 
SINTETIC 






Initials: UHTSS      acronym : Ultra High Tensile Strength Steel   
small wires assembled with torsion  arranged in fabrics. 
 
Composites  
SRG (Steel Reinforced Cement-Grout) 
SRP (Steel reinforced Polymer) 
 patented by HARDWIRE, 
Reinforcement GOODYEAR used for pneus  
Pseudo-fabrics (mono-
directional): 
a) Low (4 trefoli / inch);  
b) Medium (12 trefoli / inch); 
c) High (23 trefoli / inch)  
STEEL YARN ? 
Steel fabrics 
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GLASS   E 2.58 73 2000 3.5 0.5 
GLASS   S 2.58 86 3500 4.0 0.3 
CARBON 1.78 240 3400 1.4 0.1 
CARBON H-M 1.83 640 1900 0.5 0.1 
ARAMIDE 1.44 80 2800 3.3 4.5 
ARAMIDE H-M 1.45 125 2800 2.0 2.5 
PBO 1.56 270 5800 2.15 0.6 
Steel R.Bar 7.85 200 300-600 25.0 - 
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Assembled yarns  or rovings 
Same direction 
carbon 





 ASSEMBLED ROVINGS  





 FABRICS  (textiles) 
MONO-DIRECTIONAL 
Bi-directional 
Multi-Axial weft and warp  
Trama = weft 
Ordito = warp 
ORDITO (engl. WARP, french CHAINE,,spanish URDIMBRE) 
TRAMA (engl. WEFT, franch. TRAME, spanish TRAMA).  






Two ortogonal directions 
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        MATRIX 
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CEMENT BASED (GROUT) 
 
FRCM Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix  
  
COMPOSITE    
 POLYMERIC (RESIN)  
 
FRP  Fiber Reinforced Polymer  
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TECHNOLOGY of COMPOSITE 
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Impregnation of fabric 
               In Lab 
In -situ 
ROLLER 





MATRIX (CEMENT BASED) 
COMPOSITE FRCM 
FRCM 
1.  SUPPORT MATERIAL 
2.  FIRST LAYER OF MATRIX 
3.  MESH OF FIBER (pboFRCM) 
4.  SECOND LAYER OF MATRIX 
5.  SECOND MESH OF FIBER 
(opzionale) 
6.  THIRD LAYER OF MATRIX 
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cFRP mono-directional as crack arrestor 
Collapse Mechanism 
FRCM as crack arrestor 
Laminae cFRP 
as crack arrestor 




 carbon mesh cFRCM 













•  DIFFERENT MECHANISMS 
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FRCM:  Mechanism of collapse 
Telescopic fracture 
TEST: PULL OUT of ROVING 
ADHESION OF EXTERNAL FILAMENTS TO CEMENTITIOUS MATRIX. 
C moderate adesion   -   PBO stronger adhesion 




Support material + FRCM 







In the support 
Debonding at 
interface  fibers sliding 
Delamination 

















































MACRO-ELEMENT “LATERAL WALL”: STRENGTHENING DESIGN 
THE APPLICATION OF THE STRENGTHENING ON THE TOP OF THE WALL UNDER TIMBER 








THE APPLICATION OF THE STRENGTHENING ON THE EXTRADOS OF THE ARCH IS A VERY 
EFFICIENT SOLUTION. ON THE OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE STRENGTHENED SURFACE NO 
HINGES ARE ALLOWED TO FORM. THE NEW COLLAPSE MECHANISM WILL ACTIVATE 








MACROELEMENT FAÇADE: STRENGTHENING DESIGN 
THE APPLICATION OF FRCM STRIPS  
CAN AVOID BOTH IN PLAIN AND OUT OF PLAIN COLLAPSE MECHANISM 
D.Bufo (PhD thesis):  
3D representation of the  
façade strengthening design  
of S.Biagio’s church  
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